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1 Dark Matter

�Dark matter is a form of matter thought to account for approximately 85% of the matter in the
universe and about a quarter of its total mass�energy density or about 2.241×10−27 kg/m3. Its
presence is implied in a variety of astrophysical observations, including gravitational
e�ects that cannot be explained by accepted theories of gravity unless more matter
is present than can be seen. For this reason, most experts think that dark matter is abundant
in the universe and that it has had a strong in�uence on its structure and evolution.�

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_matter)

⇒ Linguistic �dark matter� ≈ (representational?) complexity that is not directly observable, but is
required in order to explain observable phenomena.

QUESTION: Are there linguistic phenomena which require dark matter?

2 Stress

2.1 Some stress patterns

• Here are the stress patterns for several languages. Describe the patterns.
◦ �1� = primary stress, �2� = secondary stress, �0� = unstressed

(1) Maranungku (Tryon 1970; Hayes 1980:86�87)
a. 2σ tíralk [10] `saliva'
b. 3σ mérepèt [102] `beard'
c. 4σ yángarmàta [1020] `the Pleiades'
d. 5σ lángkaràtetì [10202] `prawn'
e. 6σ wélepènemànta [102020] `kind of duck'

(2) Pintupi (Hansen & Hansen 1969; Hayes 1995:62�63)
a. 2σ páïa [10] `earth'
b. 3σ tjúúaya [100] `many'
c. 4σ máíawàna [1020] `through from behind'
d. 5σ púíiNkàlatju [10200] `we (sat) on the hill'
e. 6σ tjámulìmpatjùNku [102020] `our relation'
f. 7σ úííirìNulàmpatju [1020200] `the �re for our bene�t �ared up'
g. 8σ kúranjùlulìmpatjùõa [10202020] `the �rst one (who is) our relation'
h. 9σ yúmaõìNkamàratjùõaka [102020200] `because of mother-in-law'

(3) Weri (Boxwell & Boxwell 1966; Hayes 1980:89)
a. 2σ Nintíp [01] `bee'
b. 3σ kùlipú [201] `hair of arm'
c. 4σ ulùamít [0201] `mist'
d. 5σ àkunètepál [20201] `times'
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2.2 Describing the patterns

(1′) Maranungku:

a. Alternate between stressed and unstressed syllables, starting from the left
b. Primary stress on the �rst syllable

(2′) Pintupi:

a. Alternate between stressed and unstressed syllables, starting from the left, but
b. The �nal syllable must be unstressed
c. Primary stress on the �rst syllable

(3′) Weri:

a. Alternate between stressed and unstressed syllables, starting from the right
b. Primary stress on the last syllable

? What sort of building blocks could we use to generate stress patterns like these?

3 A WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) approach, or Stress without
dark matter

• Alternating stress emerges from the combined e�ect of two constraints:

(4) a. *Clash (Liberman & Prince 1977, Prince 1983, Kager 2001, Gordon 2002, van Urk 2013, a.o.)

Assign a violation for each sequence of two adjacent stressed syllables. [*σ́σ́]

b. *Lapse (Prince 1983, Selkirk 1984, Kager 2001, 2005, Gordon 2002, a.o.)

Assign a violation for each sequence of two adjacent unstressed syllables. [*σ̆σ̆]

3.1 Maranungku

• In a 3 syllable word, these two constraints will narrow down the candidates to just two:

◦ Candidate (5c) [101] stresses the �rst and last syllables, with the middle syllable unstressed.

→ No sequences of stressed syllables. No sequences of unstressed syllables. Fully alternating.

◦ Candidate (5f) [010] stresses just the middle syllable unstressed. This has the same e�ect.

→ No sequences of stressed syllables. No sequences of unstressed syllables. Fully alternating.

(5) Maranungku 3σ words

/merepet/ *Clash *Lapse

a. mérépét [111] **

b. mérépet [110] *

c. + mérepét [101]

d. mérepet [100] *

e. merépét [011] *

f. , merépet [010]

g. merepét [001] *

h. merepet [000] **

• We can implement the other generalization (always stress the �rst syll.) directly as well:

(6) StressL: Assign a violation if the leftmost syllable is unstressed. [*#σ̆]
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(7) Maranungku 3σ words (continued)

/merepet/ StressL *Clash *Lapse

a. mérépét [111] **

b. mérépet [110] *

c. + mérepét [101]

d. mérepet [100] *

e. merépét [011] * *

f. merépet [010] *

g. merepét [001] * *

h. merepet [000] * **

? These three constraints, no matter their ranking, derive the Maranungku pattern in full.

[We'll need another constraint, something like �MainStressLeft� to determine where primary stress goes. We will need
something equivalent in the alternative analysis, so I'll ignore this.]

3.2 Pintupi

• Pintupi di�ers from Maranungku in exactly one way: �nal syllables can't be stressed.

• Again, we can do this directly:

(8) NonFinality (Prince & Smolensky [1993] 2004, Gordon 2002, Hyde 2011)

Assign a violation if the rightmost syllable is stressed. [*σ́#]

• No we �nally have constraint con�ict :

→ in three-syllable words, it's impossible to satisfy all four constraints simultaneously.

• The observed candidate is (11d) [100] shows a lapse at the end.

(9) Crucial candidate comparisons

a. (11d) [100] � (11c) [101] NonFin � *Lapse
b. (11d) [100] � (11f) [010] StressL � *Lapse
c. (11d) [100] � (11b) [110] *Clash � *Lapse

(10) Pintupi Ranking: NonFin, StressL, *Clash � *Lapse

(11) Pintupi 3σ words

/tjuúaya/ NonFin StressL *Clash *Lapse

a. tjúúáyá [111] *! *!*

b. tjúúáya [110] *!

c. tjúúayá [101] *!

d. + tjúúaya [100] *

e. tjuúáyá [011] *! *! *!

f. tjuúáya [010] *!

g. tjuúayá [001] *! *

h. tjuúaya [000] *! **

. Grayed out rows are candidates which are �harmonically bounded�: candidates that have a superset
of violations of another candidate.

◦ In Standard OT, because of strict ranking, these candidates can never win.
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3.3 Maranungku revisited

• Now that we know NonFinality exists, we need to come back to Maranungku and make sure this doesn't
mess up our analysis.

• In Maranungku, the winning candidate (12b) [101] violates NonFinality.

• All we need to do is rank NonFinality below the other three constraints, which we know are all satis�ed.

(12) Maranungku 3σ words, now with NonFinality

/merepet/ StressL *Clash *Lapse NonFin

a. mérépet [110] *!

b. + mérepét [101] *

c. mérepet [100] *!

d. merépet [010] *!

(13) Maranungku Ranking: StressL, *Clash, *Lapse � NonFin

• In this approach, the di�erence between Maranungku and Pintupi boils down to the di�erence in which
constraint is lowest ranked and thus can be violated under con�ict.

(14)

Maranungku Pintupi

Descriptive di�erence stress the �nal don't stress the �nal

Lowest ranked constraint NonFinality *Lapse

3.4 Weri

• In three syllable words (and indeed all odd-numbered syllable words), Weri has the same pattern as
Maranungku (modulo the position of primary stress: initial in Maranungku, �nal in Weri).

◦ So we could be tempted to use the ranking in (13).

• However, in even-numbered syllable words, we see a di�erence:

(15)

Maranungku Weri

2σ [10] [01]

4σ [1020] [0201]

6σ [102020] [020201]

• Going back to our descriptions, we said that the di�erence between the two languages was whether it
alternated from the left (Maranungku) or from the right (Weri).

• We can implement this by adding one more constraint, the mirror-image of StressL:

(16) StressR: Assign a violation if the rightmost syllable is unstressed. [*σ̆#]

(17) Weri 4σ words with StressR

/uluamit/ StressR *Clash *Lapse NonFin StressL

a. úluámit [1010] *!

b. + ulúamít [0101] * *

c. úluamít [1001] *! *

d. úlúamít [1101] *! *
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• We can't use the mirror-image of NonFinality (18). If it is ranked high enough generate the right
pattern for 4σ words (19), it wrongly selects *[010] in 3σ words (20).

(18) NonInitiality: Assign a violation if the leftmost syllable is stressed. [*#σ́]

(19) Weri 4σ words with NonInit

/uluamit/ NonInit *Clash *Lapse NonFin StressL

a. úluámit [1010] *!

b. + ulúamít [0101] * *

c. úluamít [1001] *! *

d. úlúamít [1101] *! *

(20) Weri 3σ words with NonInit

/kulipu/ *Clash *Lapse NonInit NonFin StressL

a. kúlípu [110] *! *!

b. § kúlipú [101] *! *

c. kúlipu [100] *! *!

d. , kulípu [010] *

e. kulípú [011] *! * *

• We do still need this constraint in con, because some other systems do show NonInitiality e�ects.
This means it must be present but low-ranked in Weri, and the other languages we're talking about.

3.5 Local summary

• In this approach, all you need are constraints referencing surface con�gurations of the following elements:

(21) a. Stressed syllables
b. Unstressed syllables
c. Word edges

? There are of course other things that go into
the distribution of stress, especially syllable
weight, but this gets you the basics.

4 Alternation through footing, or Stress with dark matter

• This is not the standard approach to stress these days. The standard approach is to use prosodic/metrical
structure (Nespor & Vogel 1986; McCarthy & Prince 1986), namely, feet (Liberman & Prince 1977, Hayes 1980, 1995,

et seq.; Kager 1999:Ch. 4).

(22) Prosodic hierarchy

Prosodic Phrase

|

Prosodic Word

|

Foot

|

Syllable

|

Mora

• Elements lower down in the prosodic hierarchy are parsed (via gen,
in OT terms) into elements of higher categories (the immediately
higher category, by default).

→ hierarchical structure all the way down

• The prosodic word ( ≈ word) comprises one or more feet.

• Feet are comprised of syllables, normally one strong syllable (the
head) and one weak syllable.

→ Foot-heads attract stress.

? In OT terms, con has constraints that refer to di�erent properties
of feet, and eval optimizes over possible foot parses.

⇒ Prosodic structure is �dark matter�: feet and other prosodic categories are representational devices that
have no directly observable consequences.
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4.1 Foot parses

• Foot-based analyses of the data at hand would posit the outputs below, where sets of ( )'s [ = foot
boundaries] are a crucial part of the output representations.

(23) Maranungku (Tryon 1970; Hayes 1980:86�87)

a. 2σ tíralk [(10)] `saliva'

b. 3σ mérepèt [(10)(2)] `beard'

c. 4σ yángarmàta [(10)(20)] `the Pleiades'

d. 5σ lángkaràtetì [(10)(20)(2)] `prawn'

e. 6σ wélepènemànta [(10)(20)(20)] `kind of duck'

(24) Pintupi (Hansen & Hansen 1969; Hayes 1995:62�63)

a. 2σ páïa [(10)] `earth'

b. 3σ tjúúaya [(10)0] `many'

c. 4σ máíawàna [(10)(20)] `through from behind'

d. 5σ púíiNkàlatju [(10)(20)0] `we (sat) on the hill'

e. 6σ tjámulìmpatjùNku [(10)(20)(20)] `our relation'

f. 7σ úííirìNulàmpatju [(10)(20)(20)0] `the �re for our bene�t �ared up'

g. 8σ kúranjùlulìmpatjùõa [(10)(20)(20)(20)] `the �rst one (who is) our relation'

h. 9σ yúmaõìNkamàratjùõaka [(10)(20)(20)(20)0] `because of mother-in-law'

(25) Weri (Boxwell & Boxwell 1966; Hayes 1980:89)

a. 2σ Nintíp [(01)] `bee'

b. 3σ kùlipú [(2)(01)] `hair of arm'

c. 4σ ulùamít [(02)(01)] `mist'

d. 5σ àkunètepál [(2)(02)(01)] `times'

Question: What are some of the properties that distinguish the different foot parses?

4.2 Footing parameters and constraints

? All the constraints in this section have their roots in Prince & Smolensky ([1993] 2004), adapting the
insights from Hayes (1980, 1995) and others.

4.2.1 Foot Form

• The central di�erence between Maranungku and Pintupi, on the one hand, and Weri, on the other, is the
type of feet that the language exhibits.

(26)
Maranungku/Pintupi: [(10)] ⇒ left-headed ⇒ trochaic

Weri: [(01)] ⇒ right-headed ⇒ iambic

• The constraints implementing this get called various things, but usually something like the following:

(27) a. FootForm=Trochaic [Trochee]:
Assign a violation for each foot which is not left-headed (i.e. stresses a syllable which is not at
the left edge of the foot).

b. FootForm=Iambic [Iamb]:
Assign a violation for each foot which is not right-headed (i.e. stresses a syllable which is not
at the right edge of the foot).
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• A language with trochaic footing (e.g. Maranungku/Pintupi) is thus one where Trochee � Iamb (28).

• Conversely, a language with iambic footing (e.g. Weri) is one where Iamb � Trochee (29).

(28) Trochees in Maranungku

/tiralk/ Trochee Iamb

a. + tíralk [(10)] *

b. tirálk [(01)] *!

(29) Iambs in Weri

/Nintip/ Iamb Trochee

a. + Níntip [(10)] *!

b. Nintíp [(01)] *

4.2.2 Foot Binarity

• The main di�erence between Pintupi and Maranungku is what happens in odd-numbered syllable words.

◦ Pintupi leaves the �nal syllable unstressed (and, crucially, unfooted).

◦ Maranungku stresses it (by making it its own foot).

(30) a. Pintupi: tjúúaya [(10)0]
b. Maranungku: mérepèt [(10)(2)]

• In foot-based terms, this di�erence reduces to whether the language requires feet to be binary.

◦ Pintupi requires all feet to be binary (2 syllables), and therefore prefers to leave a stray syllable
�unparsed�.

◦ Maranungku has the reverse preference, preferring to parse all its syllables into feet, even if this means
building a unary foot.

• The two constraints which con�ict to derive this di�erence are:

(31) a. Foot Binarity [FootBin]:
Assign a violation for each foot which is not comprised of two syllables (or moras).

b. Parse Syllable [Parse-σ]:
Assign a violation for each syllable which is not parsed into some foot.

• The ranking FootBin � Parse-σ generates Pintupi's demand for binary feet (32).

• The ranking Parse-σ � FootBin generates Maranungku's demand for exhaustive footing (33).

(32) Unparsed �nal odd-numbered syllables in Pintupi

/tjuúaya/ FootBin Parse-σ

a. + tjúúaya [(10)0] *

b. tjúúayá [(10)(1)] *!

(33) Unary feet in �nal odd-numbered syllables in Maranungku

/merepet/ Parse-σ FootBin

a. mérepet [(10)0] *!

b. + mérepét [(10)(1)] *

• Weri shares Maranungku's ranking of Parse-σ � FootBin. However, because of other di�erences (e.g.
foot type), it's unary foot is at the left edge (34).

(34) Unary feet in initial syllables of odd-numbered words in Weri

/kulipu/ Parse-σ FootBin

a. kulipú [0(01)] *!

b. + kúlipú [(1)(01)] *
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4.2.3 Location and Directionality

• The trickiest part of the foot-based approach to stress is getting your feet to show up in the right place.

• Typically, this is done through some version of alignment constraints (McCarthy & Prince 1993, Prince &

Smolensky [1993] 2004, McCarthy 2003a; cf. Gordon 2002, Hyde 2012).

(35) a. Align(Foot, L; Wd, L) [All-Feet-L]:
For each foot, assign one violation mark for each syllable which intervenes between the left edge
of that foot and the left edge of the word.

b. Align(Foot, R; Wd, R) [All-Feet-R]:
For each foot, assign one violation mark for each syllable which intervenes between the right
edge of that foot and the right edge of the word.

• These constraints want all feet to be as close to the speci�ed edge as possible.

• By de�nition, the more feet you have, the more displaced from the edge some of them will be. Therefore,
these constraints can have the e�ect of limiting parsing to a single foot when they outrank Parse-σ:

(36) All-Feet-L/R � Parse-σ derives a single foot

/σσσσσ/ Culminativity All-Feet-L Parse-σ

a. σσσσσ *! *****

b. + (σσ)σσσ ***

c. σ(σσ)σσ *! ***

d. (σσ)(σσ)σ *!* *

e. (σσ)σ(σσ) *!** *

f. (σ)(σσ)(σσ) *! ***

• Languages with a single �xed stress are quite well attested. The interaction between edges and foot types
yields four possible placements for a �xed stress (37), all of which are attested (see Gordon 2002:494, based
on Hyman 1977).

(37) Position of single �xed stresses

Left Right

Trochee Initial [#(σ́σ)...] Penultimate [...(σ́σ)#]

Iamb Peninitial [#(σσ́)...] Final [...(σσ́)#]

? There are also plenty of languages with antepenultimate stress, and probably some with post-peninitial (3rd) syllable
stress. Additional constraints are necessary to derive these.

• But if Parse-σ outranks the alignment constraint, we generate iterative footing (multiple feet).

• The ranking FootBin � Parse-σ � All-Ft-L has the following e�ects:

(38) a. All feet have to be binary (FtBin undominated)
b. Don't parse an odd number of syllables (FootBin � Parse-σ)
c. Whatever feet you do parse, get arrange them so they each can be as close to the left as possible

(Parse-σ � All-Ft-L)

→ This is Pintupi (when Trochee � Iamb).
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(39) Iterative (but non-exhaustive) footing in Pintupi (5σ word)

/σσσσσ/ FtBin Parse-σ All-Feet-L

a. σσσσσ **!***

b. (σ́σ)σσσ **!*

c. + (σ́σ)(σ́σ)σ * **

d. (σ́σ)(σ́σ)(σ́) *! ** ****

e. (σ́)(σ́σ)(σ́σ) *! * ***

• Recall that the main di�erence between Pintupi and Maranungku was that Maranungku parses stray
syllables into unary feet. So, we might expect that just swapping the ranking of FtBin and Parse-σ
would give us Maranungku. It doesn't. (See Hyde 2012.)

(40) Trying to get Maranungku

/σσσσσ/ Parse-σ FtBin All-Feet-L

a. σσσσσ *!****

b. (σ́σ)σσσ *!**

c. (σ́σ)(σ́σ)σ *! **

d. § (σ́σ)(σ́σ)(σ́) * ** ***!*

e. , (σ́)(σ́σ)(σ́σ) * * ***

• Because the stray syllable now has to be footed, All-Feet-L cares where it ends up. Since it is a shorter
foot than the binary ones, All-Feet-L will actually want it to come �rst.

↪→ This allows the second and third feet to each be one syllable closer to the left ((40e) � (40d)).

• Counter-intuitively, the way to generate Maranungku is to use All-Ft-R not All-Ft-L:

(41) Maranungku

/σσσσσ/ Parse-σ FtBin All-Feet-R All-Feet-L

a. σσσσσ *!****

b. (σ́σ)σσσ *!** ***

c. (σ́σ)(σ́σ)σ *! * *** **

d. + (σ́σ)(σ́σ)(σ́) * * *** ** ***!*

e. (σ́)(σ́σ)(σ́σ) * ** ***!* * ***

• Likewise, Weri requires All-Feet-L to ensure that its unary foot is on the left.

4.3 Local Summary

• Using feet to determine stress placement requires a substantial number of constraints that refer to various
properties of the feet themselves:

(42) a. Foot type (headedness)
b. Binarity
c. Alignment

• It turns out, though, that you still need a constraints like *Lapse, *Clash, and NonFinality to �x some
of the problems (see, e.g., Kager 1999, 2005), mostly relating to the position of word-internal feet.

? This would seem to be a point in favor of the foot-free approach.

→ You can get the same patterns without extra constraints and extra dark matter representations.
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• But there are other stress patterns, mostly related to the interaction between syllable weight and word-
internal stresses, that the foot-free approach has trouble with.

• I think most (fair-minded) people would say that the empirical coverage of the two approaches is similar
in the realm of stress typology.

• The strongest arguments for feet, to my mind, come from other domains...

5 Other (claimed) sources of evidence for feet

5.1 Prosodic morphology

• Feet have long been invoked as a driver of �prosodic morphology� (McCarthy & Prince 1986).

◦ Analysts have used feet and other aspect of the prosodic hierarchy to generating �templatic� e�ects in
a wide variety of phenomena, including:

 reduplication

 root-and-pattern morphology

 truncation

 in�xation

 etc...

→ I think you can do without it in most cases.

◦ See, e.g., Zuko� (2016) on reduplication.

◦ See, e.g., Zuko� (2020, 2021) on root-and-pattern morphology and in�xation.

5.2 Stress shift under deletion

• There are (allegedly) a number of cases where stressed vowels delete, and stress shifts to the other syllable
within the (presumed) foot.

◦ See Hayes (1995:42) for a list of them.

• The best-known such case is from Bedouin Hijazi Arabic (BHA; Al-Mozainy 1981, Al-Mozainy, Bley-
Vroman, & McCarthy 1985).

5.2.1 BHA stress

• According to Al-Mozainy (1981:132�.), stress is assigned as follows:

(43) a. If the �nal syllable is superheavy (CVCC or CV:C), stress the �nal. (44a)
b. Otherwise, if the penult is heavy (CVC or CV:), stress penult. (44b)
c. Otherwise, stress the antepenult. (44c)

• The foot-based analysis would say that you build one moraic trochee, preferentially around the rightmost
heavy syllable (�nal mora is �extrametrical�, i.e. invisible to footing).

(44) Stress in BHA (Al-Mozainy 1981:131)

a. maktú:b `written'

DQarábt `I hit'

b. maktú:fah `tied (fem.sg)'

ga:bílna `meet us (masc.sg)'

c. má:lana `our property'

yáSr1bin `they (fem) drink'

Foot parses (moraic trochees)

[mak(tú:)<b>]

[DQa(ráb)<t>]

[mak(tú:)fa<h>]

[ga:(bíl)<na>]

[(má:)la<na>]

[(yáS)r1bi<n>]

• Important fact: if the antepenult is (super)heavy and the penult is light, you should stress the antepenult.
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5.2.2 Stress shift under deletion

• BHA has various processes of vowel reduction and vowel deletion. These processes target, for example, the
underlying antepenultimate /a/ in (45) deletes.

(45) `she got broken' /Pinkasarat/ → [Pinksarat] (Al-Mozainy 1981:140)

• If stress applied transparently to the output of deletion, we would expect *[Pínksarat] (46):

(46) /Pinkasarat/
deletion−−−−−→ Pinksarat

stress−−−−→ *[Pínksarat]

• Instead, the actual output is [Pinksárat], with penultimate stress.

• Al-Mozainy, Bley-Vroman, & McCarthy (1985) argue for an opaque (sequential) analysis:

◦ Stress applies �rst (47a).
◦ Then vowel deletion applies (47b), but the stress does not get deleted along with its host vowel.

◦ Then stress is restricted to shifting within its original foot (47c).

(47) Shifting analysis

/Pinkasarat/

a. Stress Pin(kása)rat

b. Deletion Pin(k�sa)rat

c. Shift Pin(ksá)rat

[Pin(ksá)rat]

• According to Hayes (1995), all known cases of stressed-vowel deletion have this same character, of shifting
within the foot.

? If this is true, then this is a really strong argument not only for feet, but for sequential derivation (unless
we want to adopt really wonky parallel technology like Sympathy Theory (McCarthy 1999, 2003b)).

→ I'm skeptical...

5.2.3 It might not actually be shifting...

• I think Al-Mozainy's (1981) stress algorithm is slightly o�, in an important way.

• Al-Mozainy doesn't separate out [...HL{L/H}] words from [...LL{L/H}] words.

◦ The algorithm in (43) predicts antepenultimate stress in both cases (48a,c).

◦ As far as I can tell (also Gordon 2001:215, fn. 14), we actually get penult stress in the latter case (48d).

 (There are not many such cases, because that vowel is usually targeted for deletion.)

(48) Antepenultimate stress?

Predicted Actual(?)

[...HL{L/H}] a. Antepenult [...�HL{L/H}] b. Antepenult [...�HL{L/H}] 3

[...LL{L/H}] c. Antepenult [...�L{L/H}] d. Penult [...L�{L/H}] 7
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• If this is correct, then the �underlying� position of stress in /Pinkasarat/ is actually the penult not the
antepenult (49a).

→ This means that it is not a stressed vowel which is deleted in the �rst place, making the question of
shifting moot.

→ Likewise, the same result obtains whether you do your stress with feet or not.

(49) No shift necessary, no feet necessary

With feet Without feet

/Pinkasarat/ /Pinkasarat/

a. Stress Pinka(sára)t Pinkasárat

b. Deletion Pink(sara)t Pinksárat

c. Shift not applicable not relevant

[Pink(sára)t] [Pinksárat]

? It's worth pointing out that stress is still opaque under this reanalysis.

◦ The stress algorithm would still rather stress a heavy antepenult than a light penult.

◦ But this is a more typical type of opacity, that we can argue about vis-à-vis simultaneous vs. sequential
another day.

• It's also worth noting that this description of stress leads us to a straightforward foot-free analysis (following
Rasin & Nasrallah 2020), which is not available under the description in (43):

(50) Foot-free stress analysis:

a. WSP(3µ) � NonFinality � WSP(2µ) � *LapseR
b. *ExtendedLapseR � WSP(2µ)

(51) a. Weight-to-Stress(2µ) [WSP(2µ)]: Assign a violation for each syllable with 2 or more
moras that does not bear stress.

b. Weight-to-Stress(3µ) [WSP(3µ)]: Assign a violation for each syllable with 3 or more
moras that does not bear stress.

(52) a. *LapseR: Assign a violation for each sequence of 2 unstressed syllables at the right edge of
the word.

b. *ExtendedLapseR: Assign a violation for each sequence of 3 unstressed syllables at the
right edge of the word.

5.3 Metrically-conditioned syncope

• Metrically-conditioned syncope refers to classes of processes where unstressed vowels are deleted in such a
way that they opacify the stress algorithm. The BHA case is essentially of this character.

◦ These patterns are often most easily describable in terms of foot-based sequential derivation (see, e.g.,
McCarthy 2008).

• But there's some evidence that the most extreme types, for which feet seem most necessary, might actually
be unlearnable (Bowers 2015).

→ Also, I think you might be able to get most of it with foot-free stress + Base-Derivative faithfulness.

6 Conclusion

? Do we need dark matter in phonology?

→ Still an open question, intrinsically tied to the question of simultaneous vs. sequential architecture.
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